
Alfasoft Online C++ Demo Day – 28th of May, 2020 
 
Alfasoft Online C++ Demo Day hosted by Alfasoft about C++ development in 2020. With speakers 
from Intel Software, Embarcadero, JetBrains and Whole Tomato Software. 
 
 
About Online C++ Demo Day 
 
Discover the latest C++ development insights and what tools to use to optimize your 
coding. Attendees will learn about C++ industry findings, technical updates and watch product 
demos delivered by experts from Intel Software, Embarcadero, JetBrains and Whole Tomato 
Software. 
 
We have filled the day with live demonstrations and crash courses on our most popular software 
solutions. Learn something new and get your questions answered by our software experts. 
 
Alfasoft Online C++ Demo Day is a free event. We will send all who register a recording of the 
webinars 1-2 weeks after the webinars have ended. 
 
 
Alfasoft Online C++ Demo Day 
28th of May 2020, 09.00 – 13.00 CET. 
 
9-10    Intel - Next-generation C++ for cross-architecture development  

Cédric Andreolli.TCE at Intel Corporation 
 

Abstract: 
In this session, Cédric will introduce the next generation of C++ called Data Parallel 
C++ (DPC++) which enables developers to code across multiple architectures including 
CPU, GPU, AI Accelerators and FPGA. The oneAPI industry initiative is driving this new 
standards-based cross-architecture language based on C++ and SYCL, with powerful 
APIs designed for acceleration of key domain-specific functions as well as analysis 
tools helping developers be productive from the start. 

 
10-11  JetBrains – Trends around C++ 

Phil Nash, Developer Advocate for CLion, AppCode and ReSharper C++ at JetBrains 
Anastasia Kazakova, PMM for C++ tools at JetBrains 

 
Abstract: 
Anastasia Kazakova and Phil Nash from JetBrains will share findings from their 
developer ecosystem survey and provide demos of some of their C++ tools. 
 
Are you interested in how C++ is doing nowadays? Want to know which standards are 
most widely adopted, and which tools, practices, and guidelines are in use? Anastasia 
Kazakova, the PMM for C++ tools at JetBrains, will share the latest findings from the 
JetBrains Developer Ecosystem survey 2020! In the second part of this talk, Phil Nash, 
our Developer Advocate for C++ tools, will follow up with a quick CLion tips’n’tricks 
demo to show you how you can improve your C++ coding process by using this smart 
IDE. 

 
 



11-12 Whole Tomato Software – Visual Assist and C++ trends in 2020 
 Mary Kelly and Chris Gardner 
 

Abstract: 
Mary Kelly and Chris Gardner from Whole Tomato Software will deliver a session 
about using Visual Assist in C++ development and C++ trends in 2020 with some 
demos to show how using VA in 2020 can boost productivity and allow for faster 
acceptance of tech changes we are seeing. 

  
Learn about Whole Tomato's Visual Assist: powerful C++ code tooling for refactoring, 
insight, error correcting, and more. Built around a flexible parser and with 
extraordinarily powerful features and capable of handling huge projects, Visual Assist 
is relied on by a vast number of C++ developers worldwide. 
 

12-13 Embarcadero - Using C++Builder for C++ development  
Al Mannarino, Embarcadero C++ Senior SE 

  
Abstract: 
Learn about Embarcadero C++Builder's developer environment and libraries: powerful 
and very fast tools for building native apps. Create Windows apps with native, real UI 
chrome and experience, iOS apps also with native controls but with a cross-platform 
designer, and more.  This session will explore these three levels of C++ Builder 
development: 
1. Components (Visual Component Library (VCL) / Multi-Device FireMonkey (FMX)) 
2. Common Libraries (Run Time Library (RTL)) 
3. Platform APIs - Native Environment of platform ('Touch the Metal') 

 
 
 
This webinar will be recorded, so even if you can't attend, sign up so you can receive the recording. 
 
Join the webinar on 28 May 2020, 09.00 – 13.00 CET. 
 
 


